CREATING A PRODUCTIVE REMOTE WORK
EXPERIENCE IN STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT
When state and local government offices were shuttered due to COVID-19, employees had to quickly adapt to a new work environment
– their homes. As agencies shift their operations to a virtual environment there is still a need to ensure business continuity. Canon’s
printers, scanners, cloud-based software and security solutions offer everything needed for a seamless and secure work day now and
in the future. This ensures employees can focus on their No.1 priority: providing critical services to citizens.

72%

OF AGENCY DECISION-MAKERS SAY THE TOP DRIVER
FOR DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION IS STREAMLINING
GOVERNMENT SERVICES.*

Software Solutions

Desktop Printing
imageCLASS desktop printers have a small
footprint and are simple to set up so employees
can get to work quickly and perform the same
workflows at home as they would in the office.

Cloud-based content management solutions allow
employees to access critical information in the office,
on the web or on the go. Employees can create, edit
and share documents across platforms and devices,
supporting collaboration outside an office environment.

Document Imaging
imageFORMULA mobile and office document
scanners enable employees to capture, store and share
information from anywhere. They can easily convert
paper documents to digital to support more online
service offerings.

73%

of agency decision-makers say automation is the technology most
important to their digital transformation efforts. Canon solutions
automate workflows to boost productivity at the office or at home.*

Security Awareness
A dedicated concierge service executes and measures
cybersecurity awareness training to help combat malicious
online and email threats while employees are remote.

35%

of agency decision-makers are challenged by data security when
digitally transforming internal operations. Canon offers secure
end-to-end document workflows and cybersecurity awareness
training to ensure critical information remains protected.*
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